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ON OBSERVABLE AND STRONGLY OBSERVABLE HOPF IDEALS

By

Hiroshi Shigano

Let c = cpfc/lbe an affine group scheme over a ground field k, $)= (&pkAII a

closed subgroup scheme and k denote an algebraic closure of k. When % is

algebraic and (§(&)is dense in c(£?),Bialynichi-Birula, Hochschild and Mostow

defined in their paper [1] that £>(&)is observable in %(k) if every finitedimensional

rational|)(&)-module can be embedded in a rational @(&)-module as a C>(&)-module,

and showed that one of its necessary and sufficientconditions is (&(k)ltQ(k)being

a quasi-affinevariety. When c is algebraic and reduced, and k = k, Cline, Parshall

and Scott defined in their paper [2] that £>(&)is strongly observable in ($(k) if

every rational CK^-module N can be embedded in a rational c(fe)-module M as a

£>(&)-module such that N^a) = MRa), and showed that one of its necessary and

sufficientconditions is c(&)/£)(&)being an affine variety. Since these concepts are

the representation-theoreticones, we can extend them to a Hopf ideal of an arbitrary

(not necessarily commutative) Hopf algebra. In this paper, we characterize a

strongly observable Hopf ideal of an arbitrary Hopf algebra; a Hopf ideal / of a

Hopf algebra A is strongly observable if and only if A is an injective A//-comodule.

This result and the one of M. Takeuchi [10] give the following equivalent charac-

terizationsof a strongly observable ^-subgroup D of an affine &-group c; (1) 0(@)

is an injective &-£>-module,(2) ^ is exact in R and (3) c/£>is affine. This is a

generalization of a main theorem in [2]. In case of observable Hopf ideals,we do

not have such a general characterization except the case when Hopf algebras are

commutative. So we can extend some results in [1] to affine ^-groups. One of

them is that c/£>is quasi-affineif and only if /is observable in A and R―A＼Z＼A/ik

contains a simple left coideal M such that Ma V % for any left coideal-ideal% in

R, where □ denotes the cotensor product (see the firstsection).

Section 1 contains some preliminary results on cotensor products of comodules

and injective comodules. It also contains one main result; for a Hopf ideal / of

an arbitrary Hopf algebra A, A is an injective ^4//-comodule if and only if A is an

injective cogenerator for the category of y4//-comodules (1.6). Section 2 gives a

characterization of a strongly observable Hopf ideal. Section 3 gives some results
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of observability,which are generalizationsof those in [1] with Hopf algebraic proofs,

and a characterization of an observable Hopf ideal by a left coideal subalgebra.

Section 4 gives a geometric characterization of an observable ^-subgroup of an

affinek~group.

In this paper, (x) means the tensor product over k and we shall use the symbols

and the notations in [9] if there is no specification. For a &-coalgebra C, Ac and

so (simply, A and s) are the comultiplication and the counit of C respectively. The

sigma notation, A(c)='£c(≫Rcm (ceC) is as usual. For a &~Hopf algebra A,mA,uA,
(c)

A a,sa and SA (simply, m, u, A, s and S) are the multiplication,the unit, the comul-

tiplication,the counit and the antipode of A respectively. ModU is the category of

^-vector spaces. Come 0~esp.Conic) is the category of right (resp.left)C-comodules.

which is sItiidIvdenoted Conv if there is no confusion.

1. Cotensor products and injective comodules

Let C be a ^-coalgebra, M a right C-comodule with the structure map pM and

TV a left C-comodule with the structure map XN. We shall denote them by (M, p)

and (TV, X) respectively, or simply MG and CN respectively. The cotensor product

of M and TV over C, MlJcN, is defined by

/>(x)l-l(x)2
Mn＼cN=ker(M<g)N ― * M(x)C(g)TV).

Let D be another &-coalgebra and TV both left C-comodule and right i>comodule.

We call TV a (C, Z))-bicomodule if (pn(£)V)An= (1(S)An)pn, which we shall simply denote

by cTVd. C is a (C, C)-bicomodule if we take pc = A = la, and is called the regular

(C, Q-bicomodule. We shall call (C,pc = d) and (C,kc = A) the left and the right

regular C-comodules respectively.

The following results are fundamental;

(a) for Mc (resp. CN), AC]C? (resp. ?DcTV) is the left exact functor from

Com^ (resp. Come) to Modfe.

(b) MG~M ＼3cC,m i > E≪(o)^)ffl(i) and c-TV^CDeTV, n ＼ > E≫(-oR≪co).

(c) for Lc, cMD, DN, We
"have

(LncM)＼3DN~Lnc(MUDN),'where LUcM is a

right Z>-comodule by 1＼Z＼cImand M[JDN is a left C-comodule by pM＼Z}cl- (In fact,

they are subcomodules of (L(g)M, l(g)^) and (M(x)TV, ,o(x)l)respectively.)

If / (resp. /) is a left (resp. right) coideal of C, then by (a) and (b) we get the

injection Mr]aIC―>M[3cC~M (resp. JClcNC^ C＼Z}cN~N) by which we shall

identify M[JCI (resp. JdcN) with the subspace of M (resp. TV).

As a matter of convienience, we shall only refer to either right comodules or

left comodules. For we shall have the similar definitions and results substituting
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" right " comodules for " left " coinodules and vice versa. Furthermore, if possible,

we shall neither refer to them. (For example, in the definitions below, (1) can be

changed to the assertion that cM is coflat over C if ?DcM is exact. In (3), either

CM or MG will do.)

It is well known [12] that there are four definitions;

(1) Mc is C-coflat if AfQc? in exact.

(2) Mo is C-faithfully coflat if MQc? is faithfully exact.

(3) M is C-injective if Como(?, M) is exact.

(4) M is a C-injective cogenerator if Como(?, M) is faithfully exact.

The following fundamental properties of these comodules are due to M. Takeuchi.

In [12], he called coflat " flat". (For a detailed discussion of C-injective comodules,

we refer the reader to Green [5].)

(1.1) Theorem. ([12], prop. A. 2.1.) The followings are equivalent;

(1) M is C-injective (resp. a C-injective cogenerator),

(2) M is (resp. faithfully) coflat over C.

Since Mc ―M＼Z＼cC,C is a faithfully coflat C-comodule, and hence it is a C-injec-

tive cogenerator. Moreover, for a &-space W, W(g)C is a C-injective cogenerator

taking pwRc = l(g)A. That is, the category of C-comodules is enough injective.

Let C and D be &-coalgebras and n'.C-^-D a coalgebra map. For any Me,

(M, (l<g)n)p) is a right D-comodule, which is denoted by MK. If there is no confu-

sion, we say simply a right D-comodule M the restriction of scalars. C is a (D, C)-

bicomodule taking p = A,2. = (x§§＼)A. Hence, for any ND, (N＼Z＼dC,1＼Z＼dA)is a right

C-comodule, which is denoted by N* and called the induced comodule. We also

call it the extension of scalars to make an induced comodule. The restriction of

scalars is a left adjoint functor of the extension of scalars, that is, for Me and CN,

we have an isomorphism of ^-spaces;

Com(;(M, N') C=Z Com^M,, N), F i― (l(g>7r)F

whose inverse is given by /1 >■(/(x)!)^.

From this adjointness, the induced comodule N with the jD-comodule map l(x)e:

ID/*

(N")n ･―> N＼Z]d'D~ N has the universal mapping property as usual.

Let C, D and % be as above in (1.2) and (1.3).

(1.2) Lemma. The functor ?Dz>C is faithful if and only if l<g)e: M＼JDC ―>■M

is surjective for any right D-comodule M.

Proof. Remarking that the mapping-

can.

Com^M, N) ― Comc(MK, iVT) c=$ ComD((Mx%, N)
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l(g)e
vSends / to (idN(gm)f*=f(idMRe), "only if" part is obvious. If M{JDC >M is

not surjective for some M, take N=M/Im(l<g)e) and f:M―■> N as the canonical

non-zero Z)-cornodule map. Then / is mapped to zero, which contradicts the faith-

fulness of the functor. Q.E.D.

(1.3) Proposition. Assume that it is surjective. Then C is a D-injective

cogenerator if and only if the D-subcomodule kerrr of C is D-injective.

Proof. Since D is a D-injective cogenerator, "if" part is obvious. Assume

that C is an injective cogenerator for Com#. Let /=ker7r. Given any short exact

sequence of right D-comodules;

0―>L―>M―>AT―>0,

we crpfa mtnmntaHvft diagram :

0

o > ludJ

i

0 ≫LUdC

I

0 > L
I

0

0

1

0

I

MUdJ * NUdJ
1 I

MUoC > NnDC ^0
I

M

0

I

N
!

0

where all columns and rows are exact. In fact the exactness of the firstrow

follows from the left exactness of the cotensor functor, that of the second row

does from the injectivityof C and that of columns does from (1.2). The standard

argument (9-lemma) shows that MDb/-> N＼Z1dIis surjective. Therefore ?＼Z＼dJ

is exact, which means that / is injective as a left D-comodule by (1.1). Q.E.D.

It is easy to make examples such that C is ZMnjective but not a D-injective

cogenerator. But if C and D are Hopf algebras and n is a Hopf algebra map, then

the fact that C is Z)-injectiveis equivalent to that C is a D-injective cogenerator.

This is a main result in this section.

First, we shall review comodules over a Hopf algebra. Let A be a Hopf

algebra. Given two right
^4-comodules

M and N, we give M6<)N a structure of a
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right A-comodule taking ^ifR^ = (l(x)l(x)w4)(l(x)r01)(Joj!f(g)/OA'),where T is the twist-

ing map. We call it the tensor product comodule of M and N.

The following is well known (Cf. [4], prop. 9, Cor. 2).

(1.4) Theorem. Let M and N be right A-comodules. If N is A-injective, then

the tensor product comodule M6dN is A-iniective.

It is convienient to give a remark here.

(1.5) Remark. A right (resp. left)comodule over a coalgebra C is a left (resp.

right) comodule over its opposite coalgebra Cop. If 0: C -* D is an anti-coalgebra

map, then it becomes a coalgebra map <f>:Cop -≫■D. We have the composite of

functors,

F,/,:Come ^^ Com^°p ― Comi, (or Com£.･ ■;Comrcop ―> Com/,),

where the second one is the restrictionof scalars. Since the antipode S of a Hopf

algebra A is an anti-coalgebra map, we have functors,

Fa

Com^ ~ * Com^

Fs

If S is bijective,then Fs is an isomorphism whose inverse is Fs-i. In particular,

if S isinvolutive, S2 = idA, then so is Fs. If B is another Hopf algebra and ?r:A -> E

a Hopf algebra map, then

SA

FsJiA.) ―■>,A

is a left 5-comodule map. Therefore, if SA and SB are bijective,itis an isomorphirr

of left I?-cornodules. It follows from this that
XA

is i?-injectiveif and only if A,

is 7?-inierHvf≫and sn fnrfh.

Let A, B and -kbe as above. Let M be a right A-module with the structure

map, a≫M: M(g)A -≫M. M is called a right (A, Z?)-Hopf module if it is also a right

Z?-cornodule and (oM is a Z?-comodule map, where MRA is regarded as the tensor

product comodule. We can similarly define a left (A, i?)-Hopf module. Note that

the right regular ^-module A is a right (A, Z?)-Hopf module regarding it as a right

5-comodules by A*, and /=ker7r is a (A .BVsub-Hopf module of A.

(1.6) Theoren. Let A, B and -k be as above. Assume that n is surjective.

The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) AK is J5-injective.

(2) There is a 5-comodule map <j>:B ->･A with 0(1)= 1.

(3) Every right (A, 5)-Hopf module is 5-iniective.
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From (1.3),we get,

Corollary. A is /?-iniectiveif and only if A is a /Mniective cogenerator.

Proof of Theorem. It is obvious that (3) c=> (1).

(1) c=> (2). For the exact sequence of U-comodules, 0 -> k - B, we get the exact

Coms(uB, 1)

sequence of ^-spaces, ComB(B, A) -> ComB(&, A)->0. One of the pre-

images of m^ is the required one.

(2) c=^> (3). Let M be a right (/i,i?)-Hopf module and i: M- MR5 a ^-linear

map such that i{x) = xR＼ for any xzM. Regarding M<^A and M(>§B as tensor

product coraodules, f,l(x)<£and o)≪-are 5-comodule maps. Since o)M(<f><S)l)c--idM,M

is a direct summand of M(x)B as a 5-comodule. By (1.4), MRR is /?-injective,

and so is M. O.E.D.

(1.7) Definitions. Let A,B and and n be as above, and I―kern. If the con-

dition(1) (resp. (2)) below holds, we shall say that / is (resp. strongly) observable

in A, or that B is ^4-(resp.strongly) observable with respect to right comodules;

(1) for any right i?-comodule TV of finitedimension, there exists a right A-

comodule M such that N is a.J5-subcornodule of Mn,

(2) for any right i?~comodule N, there exists a right /1-comodule M such that

AT is a 5-subcomodule of MK and N[JBk=M[JAk.

It is obvious that (2) implies (1). We remark that (1) is equivalent to the

following each condition:

(3) for any left B-coraodule W of finitedimension, s(x)l:A[JbW-* W is sur-

jective.

(4) for any left U-comodule W, e(g)l:A[JbW-+ W is surjective.

(5) the functor AHb? is faithful.

In fact, the linear dual of a finitedimensional right l?-comodule has the left B-

comodule structure which is called the transpose structure,(cf. [9] p. 99). Taking

the dual, (1) <=> (3) follows from the univesal mapping property of induced co-

modules. Since a comodule is locally finite,that is, a union of the subcomodules

of finitedimension, we get (3) <=> (4). It follows from. (1.2) that (4) <=r>(5).

If the antipodes are bijective,(strong) observability with respect to right co-

modules is equivalent to that with respect to left comodules by (1.5). Recall that

the antipode of a commutative Hopf algebra is involutive. So we shall simply say

(strongly) observable in that case.

For later use, we shall review some notions. For detailed discussions of

these notions, we refer the reader to Green [5], where he called a comodule "a
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(1.8) (1) Invariant matrices. Let (M, p) be a right C-comodule and {xi)iQlbe

a &-basis of M. For any jej, we have an equation

ill

in which the Cij are well-defined elements of C. The /x/ matrix (c^) is called

the invariant matrix for C afforded by the &-basis {xi}i£iof M. Note that the

entries ctj of column j are determined by the above equation. From the coassoci-

ativity and the counit law of a coalgebra, we have

^(Ci-i)=Zcih(S)Chiand s(cij)=diJ (i,jel)

where 8ijis the Kronecker symbol.

Similarly, for a left C-comodule (N, 2.)with a ^-basis {yi)%^i,we can define the

invariant matrix afforded by the basis. Note that its entries di:iof row j are

determined by the equation

Kvj)=ZdjiRVi-

Adu) = HdjhRdu and s(dji)=8ji (ijel).
fte/

(2) Coefficientspaces. The coefficientspace cf(M) of M is defined to be the

&-subspace of C generated by the ctj(ijel) in (1). It does not depend on the choice

of a &-basis of M, and is a subcoalgebra of C. Remark that,if D is any subcoal-

gebra of C containing cf(M), then M is a D-comodule and M=MClcD by the

definitionof a cotensor product.

(3) Socles. A non-zero comodule M is called to be simple if it has no sub-

comodule except M and (0). M is simple if and only if cf{M) is a simple sub-

coalgebra. For an arbitrary M, the socle Soc (M) of M is defined to be the sum

of all simple subcomodules of M. M is said to be completely reducible if every

subcomodule is a direct summand. M is completely reducible if and only if M=

Soc (M). The coradical R{C) of C is the socle of the right and the left regular

C-comodule C. We have the following fundamental properties;

(a) Soc(M)=MOaR(Q.

(b) If I) is a simple subcoalgebra of C and M[JcD^(Q), then M^＼GD is com-

pletely reducible and cf(M{JcD) = D. Remark that Soc(M)＼JgD=M[JgR(Q[JcD=

MOcD.

(c) Let /: M-> N be a comodule map. If / is injective on Soc(M). then /

is iniective.
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(d) Let M and Nhe C-injective. M~N if and only if Soc (M)~ Soc (N). Note

that M is an injective envelope of Soc (M).

(4) Transpose comodules and Dual comodules. Let (M, p) be a right C-comodule

of finitedimension, {xi:l<i<n} a ^-basis of M and (dj) is the invariant matrix

afforded by the basis. We define its transpose tM to be the left C-comodule whose

underlying &-space is the dual &-space of M and whose structure map is

KxJ) =
£

cfi(g)xt (1 < j < n)

where {xf} is the dual &-basis of {xi} (Cf. [9], 5.1.4). (dj) is also the invariant matrix

afforded by the dual &-basis of tM.

If C is a Hopf algebra, then we can define the dual comodule of M. It is the

right C-coraodule dM whose underlying &-space is also the dual &-space of M and

whose structure map is

p(xf)=
hxtRS(cJi) (l<j<n)

i=i

where S is the antipode of C. That is, dM=Fs(tM) where Fs is in (1.5).

2. Strong observability.

(2.1) Theorem. Let A and B be Hopf algebras, and %: A -> B a surjective

Hopf algebra map. The followings are equivalent:

(1) B is A-strongly observable with respect to right comodules.

(2) Ax is ZMnjective.

(3) AK is a 5-injective cogenerator.

(4) A, is B-coflat.

(5) Ar is 5-faithfully coflat.

Remark. Cline-Parshall-Scott [2] showed that, if A is a reduced, finitely

generated and commutative algebra over an algebraically closed field k, then (1),

(2) and (4) are equivalent.

Proof. From (1.1) and (1.6),(2),(3),(4) and (5) are equivalent. The idea of

proof is similar to that in [2]. (1) ==> (2). For the right regular 5-comodule B,

there exists a right A-comodule M such that B is a B-subcomodule of M and

M＼Z＼Ak= B＼Z＼Bk= k. vSince A is Ainjective the A-comodule map k -≫A can be

extended to an A-comodule map M-> A Then the composite B-+M--+A is a 7?-

comodule map sending 1 to 1. Hence by (1.6),A is 5-injective.

(2) ~(5) ==> (1). First, we shall show that a simple right 5-comodule N can
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be embedded in a simple right A-comodule M such that N{^＼Bk―M＼Z＼Ak. Recall

that, since k is a trivial (B, 2?)-sub-bicomodule of B, N^jBk is a right i?-subcomodule

of NC＼BB=N. Since N is simple, we have either N＼JBk^0 or N=N[JBk~k. li

N~k, take M=N which is considered as a trivial A-comodule. Hence N[JBk = N=

M=M[jAk. vSuppose that N[JBk=Q. Since A＼Z＼b?is faithful, B is observable with

respect to right comodules by (1.7). Hence there exists a right A~comodule which

contains TV as a i?-subcomodule and is of finite dimension. Among such A-comodules.

take M of the smallest dimension. Let M' be a simple A-subcomodule of M. If

M'f]N=0, then the composite TV'-> M-> M＼M' is an injective 6-comodule map,

This contradicts to the choice of M. Hence M' f]N―N by the simplicity of N.

By the choice of M, we have M=M'. Since M is simple, we have M＼Z＼Ak=0 or

MUAk = M~k. If M~k, then N=M. Therefore, if NBek^O, then MD^=0.

Let Nb be given arbitrarily. From the above, we have a completely reducible

right A-comodule M which contains the socle of N, Soc (N), as a 5-subcomodule

and Soc (N)＼Z＼Bk=M＼Z]Ak. Let E(M) be an injective envelope of M, then it is also

5-injective by Prop. 5 in [4]. Hence a 5-comodule map Soc (N) ->M-> E{M) can

be extended to a B-comodule map <p:N->E(M). Since the restriction of (p on

vSoc(iV) is injective, 0 is injective. By (1.8), we get N＼Z＼Bk= Soc (N)E＼Bk = M[JAk =

E{M)UAk. Q.E.D.

In the rest of this section, we assume that A is a commutative Hopf algebra.

A subalgebra R of A is called a left coideal subalgebra if it is also a left coideal.

The following theorem is due to M. Takeuchi.

(2.2) Theorem ([10] & [11])

(1) Consider the following sets:

<R = {R;R is a left coideal subagebra of A and A is faithfully flat over R}

S~{I＼ /is a Hopf ideal of A and A is ^.//-faithfully cofiat}

M = {R;R is a sub-Hopf algebra of A)

Jn = {I',I is a normal Hopf ideal of A}

The correspondence R ＼ i?+^4=the ideal of A generated by ker sD R = R+ and

the correspondence /1 >■A＼Z＼A/ikare mutually inverse correspodences between £R

and 3- Under these, the subset Si of <R correspnds to the subset 3n of 3.

(2) If A is pointed, then A is faithfully coflat over A/1 for any Hopf ideal /.

(3) Let c=<5pfcA, R=<&pkAII and R/£> a dur &-sheaf of right cosets ([3] p. 353).

The fallowings are equivalent:

(a) c/~Dis an affine scheme.

(b) A is faithfully coflat over A/I.

Combining (2.1) and (2.2), we get:
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(2.3) Theorem. Let @ be an affineA-group scheme and D a closed ^-subgroup

scheme. Then the followings are equivalent:

(1) D is strongly observable in @.

(2) 0((5)is an injective &-£>-module.

(3) f> is an exact subgroup of (S, which means that £>(R)Do≪o?is exact.

(4) (&]& is an affine ^-scheme.

Remark. If ($ is reduced and algebraic over an algebraically closed field k.

then this is a main theorem for a strongly observable subgroup in [2].

Finally, we shall give one criterion for strong observability. An ideal a of £

leftcoidealsubalgebra R is called a left coideaHdeal if a is also a left coideal of A

(2.4) Proposition. Let R be a left coideal subalgebra of a Hopf algebra A

The followings are equivalent:

(1) R has no non-trivialleft coideal-ideals.

C?:＼A is faifhfniiv flatnvpr /?.

Proof. (2) => (1). Let a be a left coideal-ideal In R. If a^O, then s(a)-^0.

In fact, If £(o)= 0,(10s)J(a) = O, for J(a)c/lRa. But (l(x)s)J= ?Vi. Take am satisfying

with e(≪)= l. Then l = e(a)=J]S(aw)am aA. This contradicts the fact that A is

f/7.1
faithfully flat over R.

(1) z=> (2). We may assume that k is algebraically closed and both A and R

are finitelygenerated.

(a) Suppose A is reduced. Let i: R ->･A be the inclusion map, then

f=<Bpki(k): BpkA(k) ―> <5pkR(k)

is a <3pj;J4(fe)-equivariantmorphism. From the generic flatnessand homogeneity of

<&pkA(k),A is flatover R. Therefore / is an open map. If a is the definitionideal

of the closed set <BpkR(k)―f(<5pkA(k)),a is <5pkA(k)-stab＼e,and hence it is a left

coideal-ideal.By the assumption, o=0. This means / is surjective,and hence A

is faithfullyflatover R.

(b) Suppose A is not reduced. Since a Hopf algebra over a field of charac-

teristiczero is reduced, k has positive characteristic/). Then Aipn')―{avn; as A)

and T―R(pn:> are reduced for a natural number n being large enough. T is also

a left coideal subalgebra of A(im and has no non-trivialleft coideal-ideals. Since

Acpn> is faithfully flatover T by (a) and A is faithfully flatover A- by (2.2),A

if faithfullyflatover T. Since R and A are {T, /1)-Hopf module, we have A-module

isnmnrnh isms

A0TR A^RIT^R, aRr >―> X>r(1)R(r(2) mod T* R),
(r)
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and

ARTA C^ A(g)AIT+A, aRb ＼― ZabO)<8)(bw mod T -A)
(6)

by the structure theorem of (T, A)-Hopf modules ([7],th.1). Since A(g>TR-> A<g)TA

is injective,RIT+R-+ A/T+A is injective and itis easy to see that R/T+R is a left

coideal subalgebra of a Hopf algebra AIT+A and (R/T+R)+ is nilpotent. Hence the

lemma below shows that AjT+A is a free i?/Tfi?-module. In particular,ARTA is

faithfullyflatover A6$TR. Therefore A is faithfullyflatover R. Q.E.D.

Lemma. Let R be a left coideal subalgebra of A. If i?1"is nilpotent, then A

is a free i?-module.

Proof. Choose ajGA(jeJ) such that aj mod R "A is a £-basisof A/R+A. Since

R'' is nilpotent,^4 is spanned by the aj as an i?-module by Nakayama's lemma.

Hence the i?-module map, <g)jR~>A sending the j-th basis element to aj,is surjec-

tive. Tensoring with A on the left,we get

RjR

I

A

ARBA .

The map cji? ->･c/A is injective; hence the top row must be injective If the

bottom one is. Note that the map sends the i-th basis element of RjA to lR^.

Let M be the kernel of the bottom map. Since A^rA^A^A/R^A,

0 ―>m ―> RjA ― A(g>AIR+A ―> 0

is a splitexact sequence of ^4-modules; hence i?-modules. Apply R/R'^r?, and

we get an exact sequence

0 ― M/R+M― @jA/R+A ― AIR+ARAIR+A ―> 0.

Since cjA/i?+A -> A/R+ARAjR+A is AIR+A-Xmeai and sends the i-th basis element

to l(g)(≪imod R+A), it is an isomorphism. Hence M/i?+M=0, which means M=0

by Nakayama's lemma. Q.E.D.

3. Observability.

In this section we assume that all Hopf algebras are commutative. Given any

Hopf algebra A, we denote the set of all group-like elements in A by G(A) and

the coradical of ^4 by R(A) as usual.

First, we shall give some results which are easily deduced from the definition.
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(3.1) Given the following commutative diagram of Hopf algebras,

Ai
I

A2

By

v

B2

where all the maps are Hopf algebra maps and surjective. We get,

(a) (transitivityof observability)if Bx is Ax-observable and B2 is Bx-observable,

then B2 is At-observable, and

(b) if B2 is Ai -observable, then B2 is
^42-observable.

A fundamental theorem of observability is due to [1].

(3.2) Theorem. ([1],th. 1) Let A and B be Hopf algebras, and n: A -> B a

surjective Hopf algebra map. Assume that, for any gzG(B) such that AC＼Bkgi=0,

we have A＼^＼Bkg~li=Q,where kg and kg''1are one dimensional subcoalgebra of B

spanned by g and g~l respectively. Then B is
^4-observable. In particular,if

A＼Z＼i3kgj=0for any g£G(B) then B is A-observable.

Remarks. (1) Since A(JBkg is a left coideal of A, s(A＼Z＼skg)^0if it is not

zero. Hence the canoncal map A＼Z＼Bkg-k̂g is surjective. For a^A,a£A{^＼Bkg iff

(l(x)7r)J(≪)=≪(x)g.Hence 7t{d)―s.{a)gfor any a£A＼Z＼skg.

(2) If N is a 5-comodule of dimension one, then cf(N)=kg for some g&G(B)

and Net kg as a I?-comodue. We call g the weight of N.

It is easy to see that, for geG(B), the following conditions are equivalent; (a]

A＼Z＼skgi=0,(b) ^"'□bA^O, and (c) any right (resp. left)i?-comodule N of dimen-

sion one whose weight is g (resp. g~l)can be embedded in a right (resp. left) A-

comodule as a 5-subcomodule.

By (c), we see that this theorem is a Hopf algebraic version of the theorem

1 in [1].

Corollary. Let A, B and it be as above.

(1) For any fieldextension K of k, the ,4-observabilityof B is equivalent tc

the .4(x)i£~-observabilityof BRK.

(2) B is ^4-observable if either of the following condition holds;

(a) n(G(A)) = G(B) or (b) n(R(A))=R(B).

In particular,we get

(i) if ARK is pointed for some extension fieldK of k, then every Hopf idea'

of A is observable, and

Cn＼ if ClCR＼=m t-hpn R is /4-nhsprvahip
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Proof (i) Suppose that B<g)K is Ax)/<"-observable. For any geG(B), we have

(A＼Z＼iikg)(g)Kcz(A(g)K)[jBRK(kg(g)K), which is easily deduced from the definition of

cotensor products. Hence A＼~]Bkg^Q. Suppose the contrary. For any geG(BRK),

we have only to show that a right i?(g)Ar-comodule Kg can be embedded in a

right Ax)if-comodule as a 5(g)if-subcomodule by the remark (2) above. Express

9 = Hbi(g)ai,bi, eB,at K. Let N be a right coideal of B generated by the bu Since

B is ^4-observable, N can be embedded in a right .A-comodule M as a 5-subcomodule.

The composite Kg -> NRK-+ MRK is the required embedding, where the firstmap

is defined to send g to £&i(x)≪s.

(2) In case of (a), there is nothing to prove. Suppose (b) holds. For any

gsG(B), we get R(B)=kg@C as a coalgebra and

R(A) = R(A)Ub,b, R(B)={R{A)UBmkg)R{R(A)URiB,C)

as a left .4-comodule. If R(A){Z＼RiB)kg―0, then there is no element a in R(A) with

n(a) = g, which contradicts to (b). Since R(A)＼Z}R<.B)kg= R(A)E]Bkgc:AC＼Bkg, we have

The homomorphic image of a pointed Hopf algebra is pointed. Hence (i) follows

from (1) and (a), (ii) follows from kcA^＼Bk. Q.E.D.

(3.3) Proposition. Suppose that k is perfect.

(1) / is an observable Hopf ideal in A if and only if V / is observable in A

(2) B is A-observable if and only if Brea is /tad-observable, where Bred = B/y/l0]

and A..h = A/V(0＼

Proof. Recall that, if / is a Hopf ideal, so is V /, lor k is perfect. If k has

characteristic zero, every Hopf algebra is reduced, hence there is nothing to prove.

Suppose k has positive characteristic p.

(1) Let B=A＼I＼ then Bred = A/VT. Suppose B is ,4-observable. From (3.1)

(b), it suffices to show that BteA is i?-observable. Let geG(5red) with B[jBTB(lkgi^0

and choose beB＼Z＼Biedkg with e(b)= l. Take fsB such that /mod VO = g~l; then

f≫nsG(B) for some positive integer n. We get an element bpn~lfpn of BUe^kg-1

which is not zero, for e(bpn~1fpn)= l. Suppose the contrary. Let g$G(B) with

A＼Z＼Bkg=t=Qand choose aeAOnk with e{a) = l. Since g = gmodV0 is in G(i>rod)and

V / observable in A, AV^B^kg-1 ^Q. Take its element / with s(/) = l; then

f&g-1 = 2/(i)R(/(2) mod /) modulo ARV"0 . Hence
(/)

pnR(g-y=Xf$<g>(Jw mod /r
c/)

for some positive integer n. We get a non-zero element apn~lfpnof A^}Bkg~l.

(2) It is obvious from (1) and (3.1). Q.E.D.
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Let 7t:A -> B be a surjective Hopf algebra map, A, a sub-IIopf algebra of A, B{ =

jt(A), A> = A//(A) and B0 = BII(B1), where I{A,) = AtA and I(Bx) = BtB. From. (2.1]

and (2.2), Ao Is /1-strongly observable and 2?0 is ii-strongly observable. Hence ii

B is /4-observable, Bo is A-observable by (3.1). Note that A,=A[jA0k = k＼j40A and

B1 = B＼JBok = kBBoB ([10]).

(3.4) Proposition. Under the situation as above, if Bx has a non-zero left

integral r, we get that Z? is A-observable if and only if Bo is Arobservable.

Remarks. (1) From the definition of a left integral ([9],p. 91), it is easy to see

that r is a left Z?i-comodule map from Bt to k, where k is regarded as a trivial

comodule.

(2) A finite dimensional Hopf algebra always has a non-zero left integral

([9], ch. 5,5.1.6.). Let A be finitely generated as a ^-algebra and take Ai=ko(A) =

＼aeA＼k＼~a]is a separable ^-algebra.} in the above situation; then A, is of finite

dimension and so is Bx. Therefore the result of the proposition holds.

Proof. Suppose Bo is ^-observable. Then Bo is A-observable by transitivity.

Hence AOn0kg^0 for any gzG(B), viewing kg as a 7i0-comodule by the restriction

of scalars. Note that it is an Armodule, where Ax operates on it by the multiplica-

tion on the factor A Let Bxg be a Si-submodule of B generated by g. It is also

a subcoalgebra. Define a ^-linear map </>:A＼Z＼itokg―>Bxg by <p(a(x)g)n:(a).it is easy

to show that </>is a 5-comodule map and an Armodule map, where Bxg is regarded as

an Ai-module via n: Ax -> B＼. We claim that <pis surjective. In fact, Im <p is a

non-zero /ii-submodule and a left coideal of Big. We can choose bgelm <p (beBi)

with e(bg)= l. Since us ―m(S(x)l), we get 1 = E S(bw)bm; hence g='£S(ba->)b<;2->gelmd>.
(6) (6)

Therefore Im (p ―Bxg. The composite of 5-comodule maps (p and Big -≫yfeg,&g -> r(&)g,

is a non-zero map ; hence we get A＼UBkg^Q by the universality of induced comodules.

Q.E.D.

Remarmk. Let Bx be any sub-IIopf algebra of B,B0 = BII(Bi) and geG(B).

Then we get

(i) B[Z＼Bokg3b(g)g<^>g(g)bGkg＼Z＼BoB; hence B[Jnokg is a subcoalgebra of B<S)kg, and

(ii) Bl^B^kg^B^kgc^Big as coalgebras, where i?H]so&!7 and B{0kg are sub-

coalgebras of BRkg, and Big is a subcoalgebra of 5. They are also isomorphic as

left 23-comodules where AnnBokg = d＼Z＼BQl,Bi(g)kgis the tensor product comodule

and 2B]ff= J, and also isomorphic as Z?i-modules, where Bt operates respectively on

B[jBokg and BiRkg by the multiplication on the factors B and Btg, and Big is a

Tii-submodule of B.

Proof, (i) The proof of this assersion is the same as the one of B['2Bok =

UUb^B.
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(li) It is obvious that if b<g)geBdBokg, then bg'^Bi. It is easy to show that

mappings B[^]U()kg―≫■B^kg, b<g)gi bg-lRg and B&kq > Big, bRg ＼ > bg

give us the required isomorphisms, Q.E.D.

Corollary (of proof). Let A, B and n be as above, B{ a finite dimensional

sub-Hopf algebra of B and B0 = BII(Bl). Then the A-observabilitiesof B and Bo are

equivalent.

Proof. Since R=A[2bB1 = A＼JiBJzis a sub-(Z>＼#)-bicomodule of A and

<!>:AUbBi BUbB^―^Bi

is a (B, i>')-bicomodulemap, B2 = lm0 is a subcoalgebra of Bu Since <ftis also a k-

algebra map, Bz is a subalgebra; hence a sub-bialgebra of B{. Since 5i is of finite

dimension, B2 is really a sub-Hopf algebra. Let r be a non-zero left integral of B2.

Now suppose Bo is A-observable and take any gzG(B) with Adskg^O; then

^llZUo^r1^- Note that it is an i?-module, where R operates on it by the multi-

plicationon the factor A. Let tp be the composite;

If we show imtpaBzg"1, then R,B2,<ftand r play the same roles as AuBUip and r

in the proof of the proposition respectively, so we shall get A^]Bkg^1 i^Q.

Choose a£A＼Z}Bkg with s(a)= l. Then i:(a)= y. Given any a'Rg~ls.A[JiBokg~~＼

7i{a')g= iz{aa')£Bl; hence Zia＼i)a(g)7i:(a＼2))gA[~2BB1= R. Therefore ^(J^a'^a^

n(a＼2))g)= n(a')g£B2and i[){a')= n{af)£B2g-＼ Q.E.D.

(3.5) Proposition. Let A and B be as in (3.2),Bi a pointed irredecible sub-Hopf

algebra of B, and Bo = B/I(B1). Then the ^-observabilitiesof B and BQ are equivalent.

Proof. Suppose that BQ is A-observable. Then A{^jBokg^ 0 for any <j£G(B).

We have yinB0&!7―Ani}(i?nso^ff)―AU^B^. Since 5iy is a pointed irreducible

coalgebra with the unique simple coalgebra kg and A[JnBig is a right Z^g-comodule.

we have Soc(A[JBB1g)-AE＼BBlg[jB1gk(j = AUBkg, where Soc(A{JBBig) is the socle

of a Z?,g~comoduie A＼JBBig. Since A＼jBBigj=0, we get AHskg^O. Q.E.D.

A Hopf algebra A is splitpointed if A~kG(A)(g)Al as Hopf algebras, where

kG(A) is the group algebra of the group G(A) and A1 is the pointed irreducible

component of A containing k.

Corollary. Let A and B be as above. If B(£)K is split pointed for some

extension fieldK of k. then R is /I-observable.
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Proof. By the corollary In (3.2), we may assume that B is split pointed.

Since kG(B) is co-semi-simple, thatis,every &G(5)-comodule is an injective comodule,

A is &G(/?)-injective,where A is a &G(I?)-coraodule through the Hopf algebra map,

A-+B^-BII(Bl)c$kG(B). Hence kG(B) is A-strongly observable. Therefore the

proposition assures that B is A-observable. Q.E.D.

The next theorem was asserted in [7],prop. 3, but its proof is incorrect (see

the appendix at the last page), so we shall give a new proof here.

For any left coideal subalgebra R of A, we denote by I(R) or IA(R) the ideal

of A generated by R' ―RCiker e. Remark that it is a Hopf ideal.

(3.6) Theorem. If R is a left coideal subalgebra A, then I(R) is observable

in A.

Proof. We shall reduce to proving the following problem: let A be a finitely

generated Hopf domain over an algebraically closed fieldand R a finitelygenerated

as a ^-algebra, then I(R) is observable in A.

In fact,it is obvious that we may assume that k is algebraically closed. Let

B=A/I(R) and n : A -> B be the canonical map. Given any g G(B) with AOskg^O,

we have only to show A{J>Bkg~l#0. Let c be a simple left coideal in A＼^＼Bkg.If

dimc = l, then there is nothing to prove. Let ai A(l^_i^n) be a &-basis of c with

s(ai)=du where dn is the Kronecker symbol. Then 7t(ai)=Tla7i(ai(1))7r(anz))= s7t(ai)g=

dug- Hence n(ax) = g and #,; /(/?) for i―2, ―-,11. Expressing

m
ai ― J^fijhj, UjgR, hj A (2 = 2,...,≫)

put R' the left coideal subalgebra generated by the r%j,and A' the sub-Hopf algebra

generated by the at and R'. Since J(≪i)―fli(g)≪iei'0c+c4'(g)/x'(i?'))5i= ≪imod

7(j?')is a group-like element and a^Af＼Z＼B'kauwhere B/ = A//I(Rf). If we have

A'Db'^i^O, then we get A[JBkg~li=0. Hence we can reduce to the case that A

and R are finitelygenerated as ^-algebras.

Let q:A->Avea be the canonical map. We have AredlV%(i?)) = A＼V/(i?)= 5red.

By (3.4),if Vl(q(R)) is observable in A-ed,/(i?)is observable in A. Hence we can

reduce to the case that A. is reduced. Finally,let Ao, Bo be as the ones in the

remarks (2) of (3.4),and q: A -> Ao the canonical map. It is easy to show that

AolI{q{R))~B0. Hence by (3.3) and (3.4),if V7(^)) is observable in Ao, I(R) is

observable in A. Hence the reduction to the problem that is stated at the begin-

ning, can be done.

Now let @ be an affinealgebraic group defined by A, R a closed subgroup defined

by B=AlVl(R), and 36 an affine variety defined by R. The commutative diagrams
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J
―_ g*

48)1

A(g)R

1RJ

A^j? ^2 > ARA(g)R

induce the commutative diagrams

ae

Rx*

Rx%

I

and

and

R *ARR

/

kRR

*R1

36 < RxX

ex36

/

143

Q.E.D.

where e is the unit group.

Hence the inclusion R c > A induces a (S-equivariant dominant morphism of

varieties p:(S―≫36. Given any g£G(B) with A[Z＼Bkg^0, we choose an element a of

A{Z＼Bkg with e(a)= l and take 3 as the closed set of zeros of a. Then we get (1)

^3 ―S, (2) p~1(p8)= 3> and (3) p is an open map. In fact, it is easy to show (1)

and (2). (3) may be well-known (cf. [8], p. 58, Prop. 1). From (3), p3 is closed in

p(@); hence p~l(p3)=p-＼p3), where~p$ is the closure of p$ in £ Since s(a) = l, p(e)ep3-

Therefore there exists rci? such that r(p(e))= l and r=0 on p3- Viewing r as a

regular function on (§,we get that r=0 on 3- Hence reV(a). Expressing rn ―aa'

for some ≪'e^4 and for some positive integer ≪, we have (≪(x)g)(<2:/(x)g"1)= ara^)l =

(≪(8)sO(XItfa>(8)?Ktf(2)))in A(x)5. Since /I is an integral domain, 5 is reduced and g
to')

is an invertible element, we have ≪'(8)flf"1= ZI≪(o(8)?f(≪(2))≫which means fl'eADs^"1-

(a')
Since e(r)= e(a) = l,a'*0. Q.E.D.

(3.7) Theorem ([7]) If / is an observable Hopf ideal in A, then I=I(A＼jA/ik) =

I{kUAliA).

Corollary. If Ix and h are observable Hopf ideals in A, then so is L+I*.

Proof. By the above theorem, h is determined by a left coideal subalgebra

Ri(i = l, 2). We claim that /1+ /2= /(i?Ji?2),where i?ii?2 is a left coideal subalgebra

generated by Ri and R2. Since h is generated by i?t=ker ef)Ru /i + /2c/(i?1i?2).

Let XiSRuVitRi (i=l, ･･･,≪) and E^;i// (i?ii?2)+. Then

%Xjyj=]Zxj(yj-e(yj)) + E(xj-e(xj))e(yj) li + l2.

The following two propositions show the relation between observable closed

^-subgroup schemes and stabilizer̂ -subgroup schemes of an affine&-group scheme.

(3.8) Proposition. Let c=cjvl be an affine &-group scheme, V a left A-

comodule and vzV. Then the stabilizergroup R≫ of v is observable in R.
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Proof. Let W be any subcomodule of V such that it contains v and is of

finitedimension. Letl W be the transpose comodule (1.8)(4). The symmetric algebra

b^W) on lW has naturally the structure of right A-comodule induced by tW. The

map <f)v:S(lW)―> A, f ＼― S/wOO/co is both the ^-algebra one and the A

comodule one. Hence Im <pvis a right coideal subalgebra of A. By (3.6),B=AII(lm<j>v)

is A-observable. We claim that R≪= cpfei?. In fact, it is enough to show that

<§>v{T)= <5)pkB(T) for any commutative /e-algebra T. Let v = vu v2,･･ ･,vn be a jfe-basis

of W and Xi, ■･ ･, Xn its dual basis of lW. If (≪,;/)is the invariant matrix afforded

n
by the £-basis {vt; 1 5S i =g n], that is, hv(vt)='^laij0Vj, then it is also the invariant

matrix afforded by {Xi; 1 ^ i ^ w}. Hence <j}v{Xi)= YiXj{v)aij~aH. We get

Im fv = k[an, a^ ･･･,aln],

(Im <&≪)+= On-1, an, ･■-,ain)

and

B=AI(an-l,al2, ･･･,ff,n)A

Recall that (&v{T) = {g£&pkA(T) ;g.v= v}. Since

we have g.y^y <=> g(aij)=dij<=> ker gD^n-l, a,2,･･ -,aUi)A <=> g£&pkB(T).

Therefore R0(r)=c≫*/?( T) Q.E.D.

Remark that /(Im (/>v)is finitelygenerated. We have its converse.

(3.9) Proposition. If a Hopf ideal / is observable in A and finitelygenerated,

then there exists a left A-comodule V and its element v such that(<5pkA)v=<!5pk(AII).

Proof. Since / is observable, we have I=I(R) and R=Iz＼Z＼a/iA.Hence we

can express

/= (r,,･･･,rn), n&R (l^ki^kn).

n
Let Vt be a left ^4-comodule generated by ruV=RVi and v= ri+ ■■･ +rn. Then

i-1
we claim that (<BpkA)v= <BpkAIL As in the proof of (3.8),we have

where

(<SpkA)v=<&pkAjI(lm <pv),

fa: SQV) ―* A, f ―≫ S/(,)(y)/co

Hence it is enough to show that I=I(lm<f>v). For each i,let v(i)1=ritv(i)z,■■-,v(i)IHi)
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be a &-basis of Vit X(i)u ■■-,X{i)N^ its dual basis of lVi, and (a(i)jm) (l^i, m^N{i))

N(i)
the invariant matrix of Vu Then A{fi)― 2 a(j)imRv(i)m. Since {l<^)e)A= id and

m =l
e(fl(Oi)= O, we get

N(i)
U― S a(i)ims(v(i)m).

m-2

(1)

Since y(i)1= ne7?, we get TlK(a(i)im)<S>v(i)m= l^)v(,i)iwhere n: A -*■Ajl is the canonical

Hopf algebra map. Hence

On the other hand, since <f>v(X(i)j)=2 (X(i)m,vya(i)mj= a(i)ij,we get

and

(Im <pv)+ =(a(i)n-l, ≪(i)ij-;l^i^w, 2^j^N(i)).

From (1), (2) and (3), we get /=/(Im^). Q.E.D.

(2)

(3)

4, A geometric characterization.

We shall give a geometric characterization of observable Hopf ideals. We shall

use notations and technical terms in [3].

Let A be a Hopf algebra, R a left coideal subalgebra of A, (&=<&pkA and 36=

<5pkR. Then c operates on 36 via &pk2.R, that is, (gx)(r)=J^g(rw)x(rw) for any

TeMk, any ge@(T), any xe£(T) and any rei?. If z:i?->A is the inclusion map,

then cpi? is exactly the orbit map pw : c ―>■36,where <w= £^|ij26(&),that is, pm(g)= g|#

for any TcMit and any gec(T).

Now we shall give some results which are easily proved.

(1) (imi^((o)= <BpkAII(R). In fact, recalling that I(R) is the ideal of A generated

by R+ = RnkereA=kera), it is easy to see that &mtR((≫)(T)= (BpkAII(R)(T) for any

TeMk.

(2) If a Hopf ideal / contains I(R), then we have by (1) and ([3], III,§ 3,1.6.)

that there is a unique morphism r :(§/£>- 36 such that p^-x-pR,*,, where ^ = (BpkA/I

and p@,^:(S->(S/C5 is the canonical morphism. x is a monomorphism if and only

if f>= (£enW≫, that is, I―I(R). Notice that r is induced from the morphism

(S(T)/C)(T) ―> 3e(T), 9&X)'―> gU, ^e Jfff

and the origin of R/C>, e, is mapped to w by r.

(3) If A is finitely generated as a ^-algebra, then R/(£eniR(<£>)is quasi-afiine.

In fact, take generators n, ･･･,?', of I(R) from i? as an ideal. Then the left coideal
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subalgebra R' generated by the u is finitely generated as a ^-algebra. By the

construction, I(R) = I(R'). Hence we get centR(a>) = (£≫Ttt<8(≪>')by (1), where a>' =

eA＼R.eRpkR'(k). It follows from ([3], III, §3,5.2) that R7(&nW≪>)=#&rtWo/) is an

algebraic ^-scheme and c/Ker!iR(o/) -> cj^i?' is an immersion. Therefore R/(£enic(w)

is a separated, quasi-compact, open subscheme of an affine scheme, which means

that it is quasi-affine.

Since 0(R7ReTrt≪(a>))can be identified with A＼JA/I^k (Cf. [3], III,§3,7.8.) and

@/cculc(a>) is quasi-affine, it follows from ([5],II, 5.1.2.) that the canonical morphism

(&Qkniet((0)^&t)kO(($QZtnU(<o))-><5)ak(Ar~＼A,Tk) is an open immersion. Notice that it

is the same morphism that r taking R=A^}A/ik. In paticular, A is flat over A[2A/ik,

since the canonical morphism c ― R/RcntR(ft>)is faithfully flat. This assertion is

also valid when A is not a finitely generated ^-algebra. In fact, A=＼jAu where

the Ai are sub-Hopf algebras of A and finitely generated as ^-algebras. Let Ri ―

AiC]R be a left coideal subalgebra of At. It is obvious that

Ai＼jAi/icRi^k= At n (AUA/nmk).

Since A is flat over AiJZ＼A{/nR^k, A is flat over A＼^＼A,nmk.

(4) Let / be a Hopf ideal of A and R=A＼JA/ik. It is obvious that 7(i?)c/.

If a is a non-zero left coideal-ideal of R, then r :(S/$ -> cpfci? in (2) factors through

(<5p≫;i?)o.In fact, since r is the dur-sheafication of r': R/^ -> cp&i?, it is enough to

show that Imr/(T)c(@|)fci?)a(T)for any TeMk. Recall that for any g£@>{T),xf(T)

(g$>(T)) = g＼n. Since aA=/l, we get Ug(aA)<zg＼R(a)T. Therefore gU (c≫*/?)≪(71).

Theorem. Let A be a Hopf algebra, / a Hopf ideal of A,R=A]O＼A/Tk,%―

cpfcA, $ = <&pkAII and 36= cpj;i?. The other notations are similar to the above.

(i) /is observable if and only if r: R/ >-≫36 is a monomorphism.

(ii) The following conditions are equivalent;

(a) / is observable and R has a simple left coideal M such that, if 6 is a

non-zero left coideal-ideal of R, then Me. V b,

(b) @/|? is a quasi-affine ^-scheme,

(c) r: ($/|j―>% is an open immersion.

(iii) / is observable and finitely generated if and only if ($/ > is a quasi-affine

algebraic ^-scheme.

Proof. (i) Suppose / is observable. Since /= I(R),r is a monomorphism by

(2). Suppose the contrary. The diagram



D-―_i^―>&

can.

e* > c/$

where t*= p&t^o^pk£Ai is cartesian, (cf. [3],III,§ 3,1.5) Since r is a monomorphism,

the diaerram of affine ^-schemes

≪;*

where w*=pa,o<5pkeA, is cartesian. Hence AjIc^k<S)RAc=iRlR+<g)RA~AjI(R). Since

I-dI(R), we get I=I(R). Therefore / is observable.

(ii) (c)c=>(a). There is an ideal a of R such that Vo=a and

r:Wc^(Rp*/?).ci-≫3e.

Given any non-zero left coideal-ideal b, it follows from (4) that it factors through

(<5pkR＼. Hence acVb. Since k^(A^a) is a left coideal-ideal contained in a,it is

enough to show ^(A^a^O. In fact, if M is a simple left coideal contained in

/tRKA<S>a), then Ma V b. Now we claim aA=A. Given any maximal ideal m of A,

take the residue field K=A/m. Let ge(&(K) be the canonical map g:A->Kand

zK R(K) the unit element. Then pa(tK) = <DKe(<5p*RUK). Since R/ >~ (@J>*2?), is

c-stable,
0a># (cp*i?)a(iiQ, that is, gwx(a):^0. On the other hand, we have ga)K{r)=

HQ(rw)zA(rC2)) = g(r) for any r$R. Hence g(a)^0, or actkerg = m. This means aA = A.
(r)
From the lemma below, we get ^^(A^^^O.

(a) *=$>(b) or (c). Let a be the ideal generated by M. Notice that a is a left

coideal-ideal. If/i, ･･･,/, form a &-basis of M, then ct=(/i, ･･･/,). We claim

n
R/D^ (<&pkR)tt= ＼J<BpkR/.,from which (b) and (c) follow. It is enough to show that

the sequence in MkE

<&pk(l(g)7c)J pm
c x§ ―=: R ― (@p*^)≪

where %: ^4 -> A// is the canonical map, is exact.

The remaining proof is to show that pm is faithfully fiat. Since pa :(S -> (cp*i?)0

is fiat bv (3), it is enough to show that given any maximal ideal m of R such that

r P

<3,≪>
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＼

?
＼
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nifa, we have mA^A. Suppose mA = A. By the lemma below, b = ^XAx)nt)^=O. By

the assumption on M, we get etc V b. Since bem, a cm, which is the contradiction,

(b) => (c). It follows from (3).

(iii)(t=>)Let /= (ru ･ ･■,rn), R' a left coideal subalgebra generated by ru ･･･, rn, A'

a sub-Hopf algebra generated by R' and P = IA.(R') = Rr'TA'. Since A is faithfully

flat over A' (2.2),I' = lnAr. vSince IA(R') = I, ≫= fetW≪/) where <≫'=eA＼R,£(<&$kRr){k).

Since IA,(R') = I',R' = >pkA'ir=&znUo/). Since R' and & are affine algebraic k-

schemes, W]$$r = c7§r is an algebraic /fe-scheme. We get the commutative diagram,

ft?.- mono. _ _,
<g/# ><5pkRf

can

@'/V

immersion

Hence the canonicalmorphism @/f>->-@7D' is a monomorphism. On the other

hand, we have the commutative diagram

8 L..&h^&w

pR.%

Rfo

can.

where R ->-($' is faithfully flat and quasi-compact, and (§'-> (§'/>' is faithfully flat

and of finite presentation ([3],III,§3,2.5). By ([3],III,§1,2.10 & 3.3), we get the top

≪
can.

morphism is an epimorphism. Then ($ty§―>■<&')$' is an epimorphism. Hence

R7£~<s'/V By (3), Ri/£>is quasi-affine algebraic.

(=>).r can be expressed as

Rfa ~, Cj<BpkRf,c_^ <BpkR
?:=i

and each i?/＼is a finitelygenerated ^-algebra. Let

Rft=k[rtllfy, ■･ -,≫W)/./>≪>], ^e/?, (l<f<≪, l<i<m(f))

and i?' is the left coideal subalgebra generated by ni, ･■■rim^,fi(l<i<n).

that i?' is finitelygenerated as a ^-algebra. It is obvious that Rfi = Rff..

^=centa(a>) = ccntB(fi>/).I=I(R'). Therefore /is finitelygenerated. Q.E.D.

Note

Since

Lemma. Let R be a left coideal subalgebra of a Hopf algebra A and a a non-
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zero ideal of R such that VY=a. If aA = A, then ;^(Ax)a)^0.

Proof. Recall that ^(Ai&a) is the largest left coideal of R contained in a.

It is easy to show that (XB0k)-l(A0^ a (x)£)^Q implies ^AQa)±r0, where k is

an algebraic closure of k. Hence we may assume k is an algebraically closed field. Let

n
2n≪i ―l,fiQa and a^A. If R' is a left coideal subalgebra generated by ru ■■■,rn

and A' a sub-Hopf algebra generated by ru ･･ -,rn,a＼,･･ -,an, then they are finitely

generated as ^-algebras and R' is a left coideal subalgebra of Ar. If a' ―aV＼R', then

V V = a' and g!A' ―A'. Since 2]i1,(A'(g)a')c:/l]il(A(g)a),we may assume that A and i?

are finitely generated as ^-algebras. We may also assume that A is reduced. In

fact, let <p:A->AjV(0) be the canonical Hopf algebra map, then <p(A),<p(R) and

(J){a)satisfy the assumptions. If ^^fl)(0(/l)(x)^(a))^O,then there is its element <f>(r)

such that e(0(r))= l. Hence E^o^u'e^-R0 f°r a natural number ≪ being large

enough, where p is the characteristic exponent of k. (Recall that, if p = i, then A

is always reduced.) Therefore rpn£?.^l(A(S)a). Since e(r)= l,rpn^=Q.

Now, if a = R, then the assertion is trivial. If a is a proper ideal then the

proof of (2.4) shows that the defining ideal 6 of the closed set Spec R― |pj(Spec A)

is a non-zero left coideal. Given any peSpec R, pzm implies pA ―A, hence pDb.

We get az)f>. Therefore b is contained in feHA(g)a). Q.E.D.

Appendix: Correction to my paper " A correspondence between observable

Hopf ideals and left coideal subalgebras " [7].

In my paper [7],prop. 3,it was claimed thatlet A be any leftcoideal subalgebra

of a Hopf algebra H; then H<S>AH is a right H-comodule via l(x)J where H(g)H is

viewed as an ^-module through A - HRA and H<&H(&H, through A -> /7(x)/7(x)A

This is false because HRAH can not be a right /J-comodule via l(x)J. So I have

given in (3.6)a new proof of prop. 3 of [7]. The theorem 4 in [7] is also incorrect;

it was claimed in its proof that k[GIK] = S^1A. This is falsebecause they are not

always equal. Therefore it must be deleted the theorem 4 and its corollary in the

paper [7].
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